VOICES BOOK SERIES

Women Braving It All To Live Their Purpose

Presented by Author Chloe Rachel Gallaway
Have you been dreaming of finding your voice and
making an impact?
Are you someone who aspires to be bold with your
life?
Have you overcome obstacles in the journey to walk
your own path and now feel you are living your
purpose?

If yes, the VOICES Intuitive Writing Program and Book Series may be for you.
I’m Chloe Rachel Gallaway, author of The Soulful
Child: Twelve Years In The Wilderness , and Intuitive
Writing Coach. Ten years ago I set out to tell the true
story of my growing up in the wilderness and coming
into the world at age twelve. I spent the last ten years
understanding what it means to be bold, take risks,
and walk my own path in becoming a writer and then
further fulfilling my calling in becoming a writing
coach. Today I teach my students the dance between
craft and intuition that has led me to my true gifts.
I’ve learned how to build a platform and make a life
from those gifts, sharing the secrets I’ve learned
along the way and holding writers’ hands along the
path of making an impact with their voice.
Along this journey I have met many strong, brave, and spiritual women who
are facing fear, taking risks, and making strides to walk their own road toward
living their purpose. My dream is to create a book that captures these
invaluable stories and the lessons they offer to both the author and the
reader.

VOICES OF WOMEN
The, VOICES Intuitive Writing Program and Book Series is the start of this
dream.
I’m looking for 9 women who are aligned to this project. First, we will
interview to discover if there is alignment for both of us. Each book will
feature 10 VOICES. I will be writing along with you as the 10 th woman. I’d
love to share what this package is about, so stay with me if this opportunity
sounds like it was made for you!

BE A PART of the TRANSFORMATION
This All-Inclusive package includes:
Part I: The Intuitive Writing Retreat
When: August 23-26, 2018 Thursday 4:00 p.m. - Sunday 4:00 p.m.
Where: Leaping Deer Ranch Five Star BnB Resort (lodging double occupancy,
private bathroom in each room)










During this four-day transformational writer’s retreat, you will be
guided throughout the writing of your story of “braving it all to live
your purpose.”
Morning Yoga & Mediation
All Organic Chef-Prepared Meals
Transformational Group Work
Alone Time to Write and Process
Nature Walks, Connection to Sacred Land
Private Coaching with Chloe
Processing and Completion of Your Story Draft

GET VISIBLE
Part II: Building Your Platform






A Full-Day Video Shoot with Visible Video Productions, Jessica
Tomlinson and Ben
Your Own Private Interview on Film To Be Included in Group Video
Fully Edited Group Video (Sponsoring Each Voice)
Social Platform and Email List-Building Advice and Templates for
Launching Video, Book, and Promotion of Your Story
Co-launching together with Chloe Rachel Gallaway and each powerful
woman that joins this project

Part III: Editing




Three Post-Retreat 1-on-1 Sessions with Chloe for reviewing and
developmental editing of your story
Fine-line editing with VOICES publisher, Penelope Love of Citrine
Publishing, who will polish your story for publication
Follow up and final review by Chloe to ensure that story is complete

BECOME A PUBLISHED AUTHOR

Part IV: Publishing of VOICES
By this phase, the editing process will have prepared your VOICES story
inclusion in a professionally published book. You will experience the exact
process of having your work published in a book, seeing it through the phases
of layout and proofreading into print. You will retain 100% of the copyright in
your story. You would be giving me, as the editor of the VOICES Series, the
first right of publication and a one-time right to publish your story in Book 1
of the VOICES Series, print and ebook editions. Similar to other famous
compilation books, the contributors do not receive royalties; however, you
will receive 10 copies of the book as consideration, copies which you are free
to give away or resell. Your status as a VOICES author will give you access to
purchase at a wholesale discount any additional copies that you may need for
book talks and signings. The book will be available for sale on Amazon.com,
BN.com and other online retailers. Citrine Publishing and I will support you
with various social media and email marketing templates to help us copromote the book—knowing that each sale leads to the possibility of more
and more people finding inspiration through you through your story.

STEP FULLY INTO LIVING YOUR PURPOSE
Part V: The Continuing Journey
The story of you finding your voice and owning your purpose will now be
shared with the world!
If you have a larger book in you to write, this program can be a great
stepping-stone to tell the fundamental story of your journey that “your
people” will want to hear. You can hint at tidbits of the larger story to help
them connect to your bigger book that is coming.
And if you’re not planning to write a book, VOICES is a great opportunity to
tell this invaluable piece of your story that will speak directly to your people
and become known as someone who has blazed the trail forward in your area
of interest or field of expertise.
Launching a book with a known author, a skilled and versed publisher, and A
powerful group of women is priceless!

This project is for you if:
 You have been looking to get your message out
 You crave the empowerment and accomplishment of sharing your own
story
 You desire to lead others with your gifts and purpose
 You understand the great value in investing in yourself when it’s
aligned

 You have it in you to be brave, bold, and take risks to live your purpose
 You want to truly understand the power in owning your voice
 You are wanting to build a platform and get more visible with what you
do

Q&A
 Do I have to be a writer already?
You don’t have to be a writer to do this project, but must have a desire
to learn to write. With my gifts, I will help you unearth your story.
 How far into “living my purpose” do I have to be?
You don’t have to be completely at the top of your game, living your
purpose. All authors will be a different phases of the journey. The only
requirement is that you must be doing that thing which you love and
consider it your calling.
 Can I really do this?
Being brave does not mean we do not have fear. Facing the fear is part
of braving it all, but there are ups and downs with this process.
Together we will learn more about facing fear and braving it all to live
our purpose.
If your feeling aligned to all of these and you feel this package is for you, I’d
love to set up an interview to go over complete details and determine if the
alignment is present for the both of us.
For more information, call (505) 489-1655
or email write@thewingedriverwriter.com

